Texts for the Three Monetary Videos, Debt Banking, Asset Banking, and TheQ!

Video One - Debt Banking!

Perhaps there should be an ancient saying, ‘At the first sign of disorder, appearing within our nation, please examine the monetary supply’!

We also need to consider perplexing financial questions, such as, ‘If our monetary supply is the greatest treasure in our nation, why then do we create money as debt’, and ‘how have we turned our greatest asset, into our greatest liability’?

Here are some major flaws in our debt-based monetary system.

Peonage. We fail our human responsibility to pass onto the following generations, a monetary system, free from debt.

We are spending the capital treasures of future generations, and leaving these generations a debt account. We have become the thieves and barbarians of history!

Privatisation. Our monetary supply has been privatised.

We lease our national currency from the international debt markets, the financial mirrors for the slave markets from history.

Debt. Our monetary supply is created as debts, bearing compound interest, and debt is the money for slaves.

The interest streams, the national treasures, can now be seized by a cartel of debt bankers, in the same way that parasite wasps, cunningly steal honey from bees.

Pawn broking. Have you ever seen a bank offer a loan, if the customer has no collateral?

Our banks function then as pawn shops, with a license to create bank credit. Customer collateral is placed before a financial mirror, and the reflection is called ‘bank capital’, an asset now owned by the banks, and as a debt, owned by the customers, with the title of ownership to the collateral, now transferred to the banks. The financial polarity of the world has been reversed, and what was a customer treasure, has become a customer poison!
Crime. The banks know that not even ‘Shakespearean Idiots’
will pay compound interest, upon a reflection of their own assets,
so the banks tell their customers that they are borrowing pre-existing bank capital,
upon which interest must be paid.
The banks then are committing crimes against the laws for fraud, fiduciary duty,
duress, odious debt, pyramid schemes, racketeering, cartels, and the Laws of Contracts.
Welcome to the deceptions which lie behind the perplexing question,
‘who supplies the capital for our loans, when the world is drowning in debt’.

James Madison, US President, AD1809-1817.
‘History records that the Money Changers have used every form of abuse, intrigue, deceit
and violent means possible to maintain their control over governments
by controlling money and its issuance.’

Some further flaws in our debt-based monetary system.

Our banknotes have no intrinsic measure or definition, they are simply structures of debt,
created by legal decree, by lawyers, and only given value
as they are debt instruments to be used when paying the costs of taxation.

A $1 loan, at 6% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years,
creates a debt of 214 trillion dollars! The banks do not even offer us the ancient laws against usury,
the laws which forbade the accrued interest from exceeding the original loan capital,
the laws which would reduce our 214 trillion dollar debt, to $2.

When the monetary supply is created as debts, bearing 3% annual compound interest,
then 40% of the retail prices of goods and services will be owed to the debt bankers,
and fully 75% of the people’s income, will be owed to the four financial demons,
those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation!

Our banking system is designed for a biological animal who will live for perhaps seventy years.
We are to be drowned, in ‘debts unto death’.

We are trapped within a psychopathic monetary system.
We are forced, by compound interest, to become psychopathic, simply to survive.
Humanity has turned into Komodo dragons!
Our nation, and almost all nations, are now trapped by bank structures of Usury. These structures include the Charter for the AD1694, privately-owned Bank of England, the Charter which gave the Bank, ‘the power to create Money from Nothing, to impose compound interest upon this Money, and to demand taxation from the people, to pay this interest’!

The Director of the Bank of England, Sir Josiah Stamp, said, in AD1927, ‘The modern banking system manufactures money out of nothing. The process is perhaps the most astonishing piece of sleight of hand that was ever invented… but if you want to continue to be the slaves of the bankers and pay the cost of your own slavery, then let bankers continue to create money and control credit.’

If the people of our nation cannot monetise their skills, collateral, and future life-force, as interest-free assets, then we are simply monetary slaves, and a debt banker is extracting blood from our veins!

Our monetary system has been weaponised. It has been designed as an instrument of war, and bondage, and Usury. Our financial structures have been created by psychopaths, swindlers, thieves, and pawn brokers, created by a Satanic mind which has trapped our world, within the magnetic fields of debt!

All these monetary flaws, together, create the primal source of disharmony, and chaos, within humanity! They are the reason why our democracies are corrupt, and inauthentic. We, the people, are not to be given the power to choose our nation’s monetary supply, nor to decide when we will go to war!

These chalices of Power are to be held by those who control the creation of money, those to whom our politicians are just painted clowns, marionettes, fulfilling their roles, their performances designed to legitimise the bankers’ debts. These debts, forged into Law, and sealed within the dark beliefs surrounding ‘scarce capital’, and the ‘price of money, can now be passed down, in unbroken chains, to the generations, yet to be born.
However, in our modern era, our historical banking system is being dragged into the light of public attention.

A monetary system of pawn-broking credit, as a substitute for authentic money, is slowly being revealed to the people, and these revelations are shaking the people’s belief in the ‘sanctity of our debts’, within the financial cult, we call our ‘monetary system’.

The bankers are occasionally revealed to be creating ‘money from Nothing’, as accounting entries in the national accounts. The people stir in their financial slumbers, they begin to ask uncomfortable questions. ‘Why are we paying taxes when the government can create money from Nothing’? ‘Why are we creating money as debt, when we could be creating money as a national asset’?

The bankers do not want the people to realise, that within our nation’s central bank, there is a master switch upon the wall which can be turned between asset and debt money, a financial switch which creates either abundance, or hunger, just as the main power switch in our homes, can plunge our lives into darkness!

Perhaps, unsurprisingly, when the bankers ‘asset or debt’ switch is turned to asset, a cult of debt bankers lose their streams of profits, created by imposing taxes and interest rates upon the people of our nation. A financial dystopia for the people, is always a utopia for the debt bankers!

In conclusion, ‘At the first sign of disorder, appearing within our nation, please examine the monetary supply’?

Video Two - Asset Banking!

Our debt-based banking system, little changed since the Middle Ages, operates at the technological level of a medieval whale-oil lamp. Asset-Hydro, however, is a monetary system which operates at the technological level of electric lighting, a power which creates an incandescence, now seen from space.
If we define the first dimension of money as the iron chains of the slave, 
and the second dimension of money as debt, 
then the third dimension of money is Asset-Hydro!

Asset-Hydro monetary systems are based upon life-force, a power given freely from the cosmos. 
Have you ever seen ant colonies collapsing through debt? 
Does our planet have to pay a 5% debt tax, imposed upon the ‘price of gravity’, 
to the debt bankers, before the earth is allowed to orbit the sun?

Asset-Hydro monetary systems are already used by the other two million species, upon our planet, 
to run their complex communities, debt-free. 
Asset-Hydro monetary systems have also been used by the human hunter-gatherers, 
for at least two million years.

The Asset-Hydro financial system fulfils the economists’ dream, 
for a monetary system which is 100% reserve, 
and operates using the barest financial costs. 
Asset-Hydro systems also satisfy Aristotle’s five requirements for authentic money, 
to be portable, durable, divisible, easily recognisable, and intrinsically valuable.

In an Asset-Hydro monetary system, money can be defined as ‘human life-force, exchanged within a marketplace’, or alternatively, ‘I will go to the sea for a fish, if you go to the hills for fruits, and tonight we will feast’!

The measure for money becomes, ‘the distance that a typical human being, walking at the normal speed of 5 kilometres per hour, will cover in one hour, that is 5000 metres.’ 
This is a measure of human physiology, human psyche, time, distance, and the speed of light, as a metre is a measure of the speed of light within a vacuum!

The national treasures and the talents of the people, for the year ahead, can now be monetised, 
to create an asset lake within the heart of our nation. 
In the Australian example, 20 million people, times $25 an hour, times 40 hours per week, 
times 50 weeks per year, creates an asset lake of one trillion annual dollars. 
This monetary lake can now flow through the monetary turbine of the sovereign Treasury to power the economy, free from the four financial demons, those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation!
Here then are some features of Asset-Hydro monetary systems.

We have democratised the creation of the monetary supply,
the power which has driven humanity insane with greed!

The people have become their own central banks.

The people can now loan their collateral, and their future labours,
as interest-free assets.

The government now has its own income so it does not need to extract taxation,
from the people of our nation.

Our nation now has the funds to give everyone a Universal Basic Income.

We are now independent from the international debt markets,
the historical mirrors for the slave markets from history!

A $1 loan at 0% annual compound interest, calculated daily, over 550 years, creates a debt of only $1.
In a debt-based monetary system, the same loan, at 6% annual compound interest,
creates a debt of 214 trillion dollars!

The people retain 100% of their personal income,
not the 25% offered to financial slaves, in the debt-based monetary system!

We now have a monetary system which erases the ‘10, 000 crimes’ of usury,
creating a peace within our world, a harmony which mirrors our sense of justice and community.

The nation’s privately owned, entrepreneurial businesses
no longer have their profits extracted by the racketeering crimes
which surround debt banking.

All our historical bank loans can now be erased as frauds,
created through the proceeds of crime,
with the banks perhaps forced to pay three-times cartel penalties to their customers!
We are no longer under the dark spells of those with a satanic monetary mind, allowing us to walk free from the prisons of financial psychopathy.

We no longer have our child-like wonder extracted by the drudgery of debt, with stolen lives, arising upon the slave plantations of our world!

We have returned to a connection of harmony with our planet, we have joined the footfalls of the ancient hunter-gatherers, we have merged with the other two million species upon our planet.

We now have the time to fulfill our natural human destiny, to take the paths of freedom!

In conclusion, would you prefer a debt-based monetary system, operating at the technological level of a medieval whale-oil lamp, or an asset-based monetary system, functioning at the technological level of a hydro-electric power station?

Please choose carefully!

Video Three - Quantar-Hydro Australia!

We do not need to wait for our politicians to awaken to asset-banking!

To prove these monetary concepts, we have created Quantar-Hydro Australia, TheQ!, an Aristotelian asset-currency, and marketplace, based upon Cyclos banking software.

In the Australian Quantar-Hydro, a $AUD16 annual registration fee creates a Quantar account, pre-loaded with 500 annual Quantars. Each Quantar is considered to be equal in value to one Australian dollar, and an unskilled hour of labour is based upon ten Quantars. A $AUD16 annual registration fee then provides an equivalent of 500 Australian dollars, in trading value, to be used within the Quantar market for goods and services.
Now the Australian people can trade together, using an asset currency, free from the four financial demons, those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation!

Perhaps Quantar Hydro Australia then is the power which can break the dark spells of the debt merchants, the thieves, pawn brokers and swindlers, the parasite wasps who have tormented humanity for millennia!

When the technology of the electric light globe was demonstrated to the people of our world, its incandescence created wonder and astonishment. It was a light appearing, as if by magic!

When the features of Quantar-Hydro are demonstrated to the Australian people, TheQ! could also create the same level of excitement!

Welcome to Quantar Hydro Australia, a financial incandescence which may soon be seen from space!